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Abstract
Citizen-focused democratic processes where par-
ticipants deliberate on alternatives and then vote
to make the final decision are increasingly popu-
lar today. While the computational social choice
literature has extensively investigated voting rules,
there is limited work that explicitly looks at the in-
terplay of the deliberative process and voting. In
this paper, we build a deliberation model using es-
tablished models from the opinion-dynamics liter-
ature and study the effect of different deliberation
mechanisms on voting outcomes achieved when us-
ing well-studied voting rules. Our results show that
deliberation generally improves welfare and repre-
sentation guarantees, but the results are sensitive to
how the deliberation process is organized. We also
show, experimentally, that simple voting rules, such
as approval voting, perform as well as more sophis-
ticated rules such as proportional approval voting or
method of equal shares if deliberation is properly
supported. This has ramifications on the practical
use of such voting rules in citizen-focused demo-
cratic processes.

1 Introduction
Scenarios, where a committee must be selected to rep-
resent the interests of some larger group, are ubiquitous,
ranging from political domains such as parliamentary elec-
tions and participatory budgeting (PB) [Cabannes, 2004] to
technical applications such as designing recommender sys-
tems [Skowron et al., 2016] and diversifying search results
[Skowron et al., 2017]. Multi-winner voting has been well
studied within the social choice literature, with a focus on un-
derstanding how the “best” committee can be selected. How-
ever, even defining what is meant by “best” is no trivial un-
dertaking. In some contexts, such as aggregation of expert
judgements, one might want a committee that consists of the
highest-rated k alternatives. However, in other tasks such as
choosing k locations for constructing a public facility (e.g.
hospitals, fire stations), it is preferable to ensure as many vot-
ers as possible have access to the facility.

In citizen-focused democratic processes such as citizens’
assemblies [Elstub et al., 2022] and participatory budgeting

[Cabannes, 2004], there exists extensive scope for discus-
sion over the multitude of possible alternatives. For example,
deliberation is an important phase in most implementations
of participatory budgeting as it allows voters to refine their
preferences and facilitates the exchange of information, with
the objective of reaching consensus [Aziz and Shah, 2021].
While deliberation is a vital component of democratic pro-
cesses [Fishkin, 2009; Habermas, 1996], it cannot completely
replace voting because, in reality, deliberation does not guar-
antee unanimity. A decision must still be made. Accordingly,
we argue that it is essential to understand the relationship be-
tween voting and deliberation. To this end, we (1) introduce
an agent-based model of deliberation, and (2) study the ef-
fect of different deliberation mechanisms on the outcomes
obtained when using well-studied voting rules.

We focus on approval-based elections, where voters ex-
press preferences by sharing a subset of approved candidates.
Approval ballots are used in practice due to their simplic-
ity and flexibility [Brams and Fishburn, 2007; Benadè et al.,
2021; Aziz and Shah, 2021]. They also offer scope for delib-
eration as often voters are left to decide between many differ-
ent alternatives. We present an agent-based model of deliber-
ation and explore various alternatives for structuring delibera-
tion groups. We evaluate standard multi-winner voting rules,
both before and after voters have the opportunity to delib-
erate, with respect to standard objectives from the literature,
including social welfare, representation, and proportionality.
We show that deliberation, in almost all scenarios, signifi-
cantly improves welfare, representation, and proportionality.
However, the results are sensitive to the deliberation mecha-
nism; increased exposure to diverse opinions (or agents from
different backgrounds) leads to better outcomes. More impor-
tantly, our results indicate that in the presence of effective de-
liberation, simple, explainable voting rules such as approval
voting perform as well as more sophisticated, complex rules.
This can serve to guide the design and deployment of voting
rules in citizen-focused democratic processes.
Related Work: The social choice literature has exten-
sively studied the quality of approval-based multi-winner vot-
ing rules. From the quantitative perspective, a recent paper
[Lackner and Skowron, 2020] provides an in-depth theoreti-
cal and empirical analysis of different approval-based multi-
winner voting rules with respect to (utilitarian) social wel-
fare and representation guarantees. [Fairstein et al., 2022]
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extended this work to study the welfare-representation trade-
off in the more general PB setting. The traditional axiomatic
approach, on the other hand, provides a qualitative evalua-
tion, i.e. whether a voting rule satisfies a property or not.
For approval-based rules, recent work has focused heav-
ily on proportionality axioms [Aziz et al., 2017; Sánchez-
Fernández et al., 2017; Aziz et al., 2018; Brill et al., 2017;
Lackner and Skowron, 2018; Skowron, 2021]. We refer the
reader to [Faliszewski et al., 2017] for an extensive survey on
the properties of multi-winner rules.

Deliberation, specifically within social choice, has been
studied through multiple approaches. From the theoreti-
cal perspective, a wide variety of mathematical delibera-
tion models have been proposed [Chung and Duggan, 2020;
Zvi et al., 2021]. For example, [Goel and Lee, 2016;
Fain et al., 2017] introduce iterative small-group deliberation
mechanisms for reaching consensus in collective decision-
making problems. [Elkind et al., 2021] propose a consensus-
reaching deliberation protocol based on coalition formation.
A recent experimental study [Rad and Roy, 2021] shows
that deliberation leads to meta-agreements and single-peaked
preferences under specific conditions. [Perote-Peña and Pig-
gins, 2015] look at deliberation and voting simultaneously,
but their work is limited to the ground-truth setting with or-
dinal preferences over three alternatives. They do not study
the impact of deliberation on the quantitative and qualitative
properties of voting rules.

In this paper, we bridge the gap between deliberation and
voting literature. To our knowledge, we are the first to exper-
imentally study the effect of deliberation on voting outcomes
across different deliberation strategies.

2 Preliminaries
Let E = (C,N) be an election, where C = {c1, c2, ..., cm}
and N = {1, ..., n} are sets of m candidates and n voters, re-
spectively. Each voter i ∈ N , has an approval ballot Ai ⊆ C,
containing the set of its approved candidates. The approval
profile A = {A1, A2, ..., An} represents the approval ballots
for all voters. For a candidate cj ∈ C, N(cj) is the set of vot-
ers that approve cj and its approval score, V (cj) = |N(cj)|.
Let Sk(C) denote all k-sized subsets of the candidate set
C, representing the set of all possible committees of size k.
Given approval profile A and desired committee size k ∈ N,
the objective of a multi-winner election is to select a subset of
candidates that form the winning committee W ∈ Sk(C). An
approval-based committee rule, R(A, k), is a social choice
function that takes as input an approval profile A and com-
mittee size k and returns a set of winning committees.1 For
any voting rule R(A, k), we will use WR to denote its se-
lected committee (after tie-breaking).

2.1 Properties
We ideally want our voting rules to exhibit certain desired
properties, representing the principles that should govern the
selection of winners given individual ballots. In this paper, we
compare voting rules across three dimensions: social welfare,

1A tie-breaking method is used to pick one winning committee
in cases where multiple winning committees are returned.

representation, and proportionality. Intuitively, the welfare
objective focuses on selecting candidates that garner maxi-
mum support from the voters. Representation cares about di-
versity; carefully selecting a committee that maximizes the
number of voters represented in the winning committee. A
voter is represented if the final committee contains at least
one of its approved candidates.
Definition 1 (Utilitarian Social Welfare). For a given ap-
proval profile A and committee size k, the utilitarian social
welfare of a committee W is:

SW (A,W ) =
∑
i∈N

∑
c∈W

ui(c), (1)

ui(c) ∈ R is the utility voter i derives from candidate c.
Definition 2 (Representation Score). For a given approval
profile A and committee size k, the representation score of a
committee W is defined as:

RP (A,W ) =
∑
i∈N

min(1, |Ai ∩W |) (2)

It may not be possible to maximize both social welfare and
representation, so proportionality serves as an important third
objective to capture a compromise between welfare and rep-
resentation. It requires that if a large enough voter group col-
lectively approves a shared candidate set, then the group must
be “fairly represented”. Definitions of proportionality differ
based on how they interpret “fairly represented”.
Definition 3 (T-Cohesive Groups). Consider an election E =
(C,N) with n voters and committee size k. For any integer
T ≥ 1, a group of voters N ′ is T-cohesive if it contains at
least Tn/k voters and collectively approves at least T com-
mon candidates, i.e. if | ∩i∈N ′ Ai| ≥ T and |N ′| ≥ Tn/k.
Definition 4 (Proportional Justified Representation (PJR)). A
committee W of size k satisfies PJR if for each integer T ∈
{1, ..., k} and every T-cohesive group N ′ ⊆ N , it holds that
|(∪i∈N ′Ai) ∩W | ≥ T .
Definition 5 (Extended Justified Representation (EJR)). A
committee W of size k satisfies EJR if for each integer T ∈
{1, ..., k}, every T-cohesive group N ′ ⊆ N contains at least
one voter that approves at least T candidates in W, i.e. for
some i ∈ N ′, |Ai ∩W | ≥ T .

Unlike EJR [Aziz et al., 2017], where the focus is on a sin-
gle group member, PJR provides a more natural requirement
for group representation. However, EJR provides stronger
guarantees for average voter satisfaction and implies PJR
[Sánchez-Fernández et al., 2017].

2.2 Multi-winner Voting Rules
In this section, we introduce the set of approval-based multi-
winner voting rules that form the basis of our analysis.
Approval Voting (AV): For an approval profile A,
the AV-score of committee W is scav(A,W ) =∑

c∈W V (c). The AV rule is defined as RAV (A, k) =
argmaxW∈Sk(C) scav(A,W ). This rule selects k candidates
with the highest individual approval scores.
Approval Chamberlin-Courant (CC): The CC rule [Cham-
berlin and Courant, 1983], RCC(A, k), picks committees that
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maximize representation score RP (A,W ). Given profile A,
RCC(A, k) = argmaxW∈Sk(C) RP (A,W ). It maximizes
voter coverage by maximizing the number of voters with at
least one approved candidate in the winning committee.
Proportional Approval Voting (PAV): [Thiele, 1895] For
profile A and committee W , the PAV-score is defined
as scpav(A,W ) =

∑
i∈N h(|W ∩ Ai|), where h(t) =∑t

i=1 1/i. The PAV rule is defined as RPAV (A, k) =
argmaxW∈Sk(C) scpav(A,W ). Based on the idea of dimin-
ishing returns, a voter’s utility from having an approved can-
didate in the elected committee W decreases according to
the harmonic function h(t). It is a variation of the AV rule
that ensures proportional representation, as it guarantees EJR
[Aziz et al., 2017]. PAV is the same as AV when committee
size k = 1, but computing PAV is NP-hard [Aziz et al., 2014].
Method-of-Equal-Shares (MES): RMES(A, k), also
known in the literature as Rule-X [Peters et al., 2021;
Peters and Skowron, 2020], is an iterative process that uses
the idea of budgets to guarantee proportionality. Each voter
starts with a budget of k/n and each candidate is of unit cost.
In round t, a candidate c is added to W if it is q-affordable,
i.e. for some q ≥ 0,

∑
i∈N(c) min(q, bi(t)) ≥ 1, where

bi(t) is the budget of voter i in round t. If a candidate is
successfully added then the budget of each supporting voter
is reduced accordingly. This process continues until either k
candidates are added to the committee or it fails (then another
voting rule is used to select the remaining candidates).

We elect to study these rules since they exhibit a wide range
of properties, allowing for comparisons to be drawn across
several axes. First, AV is known to maximize social welfare
under certain conditions on voters’ utility functions [Lackner
and Skowron, 2020; Lackner and Skowron, 2018], however,
there are no guarantees that AV satisfies proportionality (EJR
criterion) [Aziz et al., 2017]. On the other hand, CC maxi-
mizes representation, but its welfare properties are less well
understood. Both PAV and MES guarantee EJR and maintain
a balance between representation and social welfare. Thus,
this collection of multi-winner voting rules covers the set of
properties we are interested in better understanding.

2.3 Objectives
We compare the above voting rules according to different
standard objectives [Lackner and Skowron, 2020]. In particu-
lar, we consider objectives across three dimensions: welfare,
representation, and proportionality.
Utilitarian Ratio: This ratio compares the (utilitarian) so-
cial welfare achieved by WR = R(A, k) to the maximum
social welfare achievable:

UR(R) =
SW (A,WR)

maxW∈Sk(C)SW (A,W )
(3)

Representation Ratio: This ratio measures the diversity of
the committee WR = R(A, k), by comparing the representa-
tion score achieved by WR to the optimal representation score
amongst all k-sized committees:

RR(R) =
RP (A,WR)

maxW∈Sk(C)RP (A,W )
. (4)

Note that RR(RCC) = 1.
Utility-Representation Aggregate Score: This score cap-
tures how well a voting rule, R(A, k) balances both social
welfare and representation:

URagg(R) = UR(R) ∗RR(R) (5)

Finally, we are interested in experimentally verifying
whether or not the generated profile instances satisfy EJR
or PJR. To this end, we count the number of profile instances
that satisfy these two properties.

3 Deliberation Models
We describe how we model deliberation processes. We first
define our underlying agent population and how we model
their initial preferences. We then discuss the deliberation pro-
cess, through which agents exchange information and update
their preferences. Finally, we observe that deliberation is of-
ten done, not at the full population level, but instead in smaller
subgroups. We discuss different ways these deliberation sub-
groups can be created.

3.1 Voting Population: Preferences and Utilities
Our agent population N is divided into two sets — a majority
and minority, where the number of agents in the majority is
greater than that in the minority. Agents’ initial preferences
depend on their population group. Consistent with previous
work [Lackner and Skowron, 2020], our preference model is
based on the ordinal Mallows model. The rankings are then
converted to an approval ballot using the top-ranked candi-
dates. In particular, we assume an agent i’s initial preference
ranking, P 0

i , is sampled from a Mallows model [Mallows,
1957], with reference rankings, Πmaj and Πmin, for the ma-
jority and minority populations respectively.2

We further assume that agents have underlying cardi-
nal utilities for candidates, consistent with their ordinal
preferences. These are represented by a vector Ui =
⟨ui(c1), ui(c2), . . . , ui(cm)⟩, where ui(cx) ≥ ui(cy) if and
only if cx ⪰i cy in P 0

i , and ui(cx) ∈ [0, 1]. We work in this
cardinal space as it allows us to leverage standard deliberation
models and measure welfare across voting rules in settings
where voters derive some utility from elected candidates who
were not on their ballot. Our particular instantiation of utility
functions subsumes earlier work (e.g. [Lackner and Skowron,
2020]) and is consistent with utility models used in the so-
cial choice literature (e.g. [Procaccia and Rosenschein, 2006;
Fain et al., 2018]).

3.2 The Deliberation Process
Deliberation is defined as a “discussion in which individuals
are amenable to scrutinizing and changing their preferences
in the light of persuasion (but not manipulation, deception or
coercion) from other participants” [Dryzek and List, 2003].

2The Mallows model is a standard noise model for preferences. It
defines a probability distribution over rankings over alternatives (i.e.
preferences), defined as P(r) = 1

Z
ϕd(r,Π) where Π is a reference

ranking, d(r,Π) is the Kendall-tau distance between r and Π, and
Z is a normalizing factor.
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Deliberation thus requires a group of peers with whom to de-
liberate and a methodology for changing preferences. In this
section, we describe the process in which agents update their
preferences, deferring details about peer groups until later.3

Deliberation is an iterative process, involving, at each
step, a speaker and listeners. The speaker makes a re-
port, based on their preferences, and the listeners update
their own preferences based on this information. In this
work, we use a variation of the Bounded Confidence (BC)
model to capture the (abstract) deliberation process [Hegsel-
mann and Krause, 2002]. The BC model is a particularly
good match for modelling deliberation in groups because it
was intended to “describe formal meetings, where there is
an effective interaction involving many people at the same
time” [Castellano et al., 2009]. In the BC model, listen-
ers consider the speaker’s report (e.g. utilities for differ-
ent candidates), and update their opinions/preferences of the
candidates independently, only if the speaker’s report is not
“too far” from their own. The notion of distance is cap-
tured by a confidence parameter for each listener, ∆i, where
agents may have different confidence levels [Lorenz, 2007;
Weisbuch et al., 2002]. We make a simplifying assumption
that agents’ utilities for all m candidates are independent of
each other, and apply the BC model to each dimension (can-
didate) independently. The interested reader is referred to Ap-
pendix A4 for more details on the original BC model.

Given time step t, some agent, x, selected as the speaker,
makes its report (which reveals x’s thoughts and utilities for
the candidates). Each listener updates its own preferences
across candidates cj ∈ C according to the following rule

ut+1
i (cj) =

{
(1− wix)u

t
i(cj) + wixu

t
x(cj), if |ut

i(cj)− ut
x(cj)| ≤ ∆i

ut
i(cj), otherwise

(6)
where wix ∈ [0, 1] is the influence weight that i places on x’s
perspective. It is known that opinions from sources similar to
oneself have a higher influence than opinions from dissimilar
sources [Wilder, 1990; Mackie et al., 1990]. To capture this
phenomenon, we let wix take on one of two values, contin-
gent on the relationship between i and x. If i and x are both
members of the majority group (Nmaj) or the minority group
(Nmin) then wix = αi, otherwise wix = βi where αi ≥ βi.

3.3 Deliberation Groups
In the real world, deliberation typically happens in small dis-
cussion or peer groups [Elstub et al., 2022; Gölz, 2022]. To
this end, we divide the agent population into g sub-groups of
approximately equal size. The deliberation process is con-
ducted within these sub-groups where one round of delibera-
tion is complete when all agents in each group have had the
opportunity to speak.

We want to explore how group-formation strategies influ-
ence the deliberation process and the final decision made
through voting. Our strategies are informed by common

3As is common in much of the deliberation literature (e.g
[Dryzek and List, 2003; Perote-Peña and Piggins, 2015]), we as-
sume agents are non-strategic and truthfully reveal their utilities.

4All appendices can be found in the longer version of the paper
[Mehra et al., 2023].

heuristics or rationale used in practice and none rely on pri-
vate/unknown information such as the agents’ underlying
utilities or preferences. We do, however, assume that whether
an agent is a member of the majority or minority group is pub-
lic information and allow group-formation strategies to use
such information. Finally, we consider both single-round and
iterative group-formation strategies where agents are divided
into different groups in each round [Elstub et al., 2022].

Single-Round Group-Formation Strategies
Homogeneous group: Each group contains only agents who
are members of Nmaj or Nmin. That is, there is no mixing of
minority and majority agents.
Heterogeneous group: Each group is selected such that the
ratio of the number of majority agents to the number of mi-
nority agents within the group is approximately equal to the
majority:minority ratio in the overall population. Each group
created through this strategy is diverse and representative of
the overall agent population. This strategy is already popular
among practitioners in the real world. Citizens’ Assembly of
Scotland diversifies deliberation groups based on age, gender,
and political affiliation [Gölz, 2022].
Random group: Each group is created by randomly sam-
pling agents from the population (without replacement) with
equal probability.
Large group: This is a special case where the deliberation
process runs over the entire population of agents. Consider-
ing time constraints, limited attention spans, and other phys-
ical limitations, such a strategy is not typically used in prac-
tice. However, we include this strategy as a Utopian baseline
because it ensures maximum exposure to the preferences of
every other agent in the system.

Iterative Group-Formation Strategies
Iterative random: In each round, agents are randomly as-
signed to groups.
Iterative golfer: This strategy is a variant of the social golfer
problem [Harvey, 2002; Liu et al., 2019] from combinatorial
optimization. The number of rounds, R, is fixed a priori, and
the number of times any pair of agents meet more than once
is minimized. We refer the reader to Appendix B for details.
A similar approach is used in Sortition Foundation’s GroupS-
elect algorithm [Verpoort, 2020], which is used by several
nonprofits for group-formation in PB sessions [Gölz, 2022].

4 Experimental Setup
Our election setup consists of 50 candidates (|C| = 50)5 and
100 voters, with 80 agents in the majority group (Nmaj) and
20 in the minority group (Nmin). Agents’ initial preferences
are sampled using a Mallows model, with ϕ = 0.2. Refer-
ence rankings, Πmaj and Πmin, are sampled uniformly from
all linear orders over C. Due to this sampling process, agents
in either the majority or minority group have fairly similar

5Typically, project proposals are invited from the participants
in PB [Cabannes, 2004; Aziz and Shah, 2021]. So, there are a
large number of candidate projects to choose from (e.g., PB in-
stances in Warsaw, Poland had between 20-100 projects (36 on
average).[Stolicki et al., 2020; Fairstein et al., 2022]).
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preferences (as ϕ is relatively small) but the two groups them-
selves are distinct. To instantiate agents’ utility functions, we
generate m samples independently from the uniform distri-
bution U(0, 1), sort it, and then map the utilities to the can-
didates according to the agent’s preference ranking. For the
BC model, all three parameters (∆i, αi, βi) are sampled from
uniform distributions over the full range for each parameter.6

When deliberating, agents are divided into 10 groups (ex-
cept for the large group strategy). This is similar to the Cit-
izens’ Assembly of Scotland, which ran over 16 sessions; in
each session, the 104 participants were divided across 12 ta-
bles [Gölz, 2022]. For iterative deliberation, the deliberation
continues for R = 5 rounds.

We consider different approval-based multi-winner voting
rules to elect k = 5 winners. We use a flexible ballot size,
such that each agent’s ballot is of size bi, where bi is sam-
pled from N (2k, 1.0). Agent i’s approval vote is then the set
consisting of its bi top-ranked candidates from its preference
ranking Pi.

As a baseline, we apply every voting rule to the agent pref-
erences before deliberation. We then run the different delib-
eration strategies, freezing agents’ utilities once deliberation
has concluded. We then apply every voting rule to the updated
preferences. We use the Python library abcvoting [Lackner et
al., 2021], and use random tie-breaking when a voting rule
returns multiple winning committees.7

To avoid trivial profiles, i.e., profiles where an almost per-
fect compromise between welfare and representation is eas-
ily achievable, we impose some eligibility conditions. An
initial approval profile A0 is eligible only if RR(AV,A0) <
0.9 ∧ UR(CC,A0) < 0.9. This is a common technique
used in simulations comparing voting rules based on synthetic
datasets [Lackner and Skowron, 2020].

This entire simulation is repeated 10, 000 times and the
average values are reported. To determine statistical signif-
icance while comparing any two sets of results, we used both
the t-test and Wilcoxon signed-rank test, and we found the
p-values to be roughly similar. All pairs of comparisons be-
tween deliberation group strategies for a given voting rule are
statistically significant (p < 0.05) unless otherwise noted.

5 Results
Impact of Deliberation on Preferences: To understand how
deliberation processes shape and change agents’ preferences,
we compare the average variance in the agents’ utilities be-
fore (initial) and after deliberation (Figure 1). As expected,
deliberation reduces disagreement amongst agents, moving
all towards a consensus. Processes where agents are ex-
posed to more, diverse, agents (e.g. the iterative variants and
the large group) see the largest reduction in variance across
the population. We also measure consensus as the average
number of common approvals between majority and minority
voters and observe the same trend (see Appendix E). While

6We ran experiments where all parameters were drawn from a
normal distribution. There were no significant differences from the
results reported here.

7The code for the experiments is available at: https://github.com/
kanav-mehra/deliberation-voting.

Figure 1: Average variance of agents’ utilities for candidates. Lower
variance implies a higher degree of consensus in the population.

Figure 2: Utilitarian ratio across deliberation mechanisms.

achieving greater agreement is desirable, it should not be
achieved by disregarding initial minority opinions. We delve
into this topic in Section 6.
Utilitarian Ratio: Figure 2 reports the impact of delibera-
tion on utilitarian social welfare. First, we compare the voting
rules where there is no deliberation (see initial case denoted
by the blue bars). AV achieves the highest utilitarian ratio,
i.e. the utilitarian social welfare provided by AV is closest
to the optimal social welfare. Both proportional rules (MES
and PAV) are similar and obtain utilitarian ratios that are only
slightly lower than AV. Finally, CC performs the worst in
terms of welfare. In general, our results match the trends re-
ported in previous work [Lackner and Skowron, 2020].

We now address our main point of interest – the effect of
deliberation. As seen in Figure 2, deliberation improves so-
cial welfare over the initial baseline (blue). In single-round
deliberation, both random (green) and heterogeneous (red)
methods show similar results and outperform homogeneous
(orange) for AV, MES, and PAV. Iterative deliberation exhibits
further improvement for these rules. It is worth noting that it-
erative golfer (purple) and iterative random (pink) perform
similarly and match the large group benchmark (brown).
For CC, social welfare is always improved with deliberation,
however, iterative deliberation is not as powerful. This is due
to the nature of the rule (explained in detail in Appendix D).
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Figure 3: Representation ratio across deliberation mechanisms.

Figure 4: Utility-Representation aggregate score across deliberation
mechanisms.

Representation Ratio: Figure 3 shows the average repre-
sentation ratio of the voting rules across different delibera-
tion mechanisms. Since CC optimizes for diversity by design,
RR(CC) = 1.0. Under no deliberation, AV has the lowest
representation ratio. Since AV simply picks the candidates
with the highest approval scores, it does not care about mi-
nority preferences. The proportional rules (MES and PAV),
however, achieve much higher representation as they are de-
signed to maintain a balance between welfare and diversity.

The effect of deliberation is more pronounced here com-
pared to the utilitarian ratio results, particularly for AV.
Within the single-round mechanisms, homogeneous achieves
a slight improvement over the initial setup for all rules. How-
ever, specifically for AV, both heterogeneous and random
achieve much higher representation over both initial and ho-
mogeneous setups. Again, both iterative mechanisms achieve
further improvements compared to the single-round setups
and almost match the large group benchmark.
Utility-Representation Aggregate Score: Figure 4 shows
the average results for this objective. Under no deliberation
(initial baseline), we see that the proportional rules (MES and
PAV) perform the best, followed by AV, and then CC. This
is consistent with earlier findings since the proportional rules
are designed with this goal in mind. Both AV and CC perform
poorly on this metric, pre-deliberation, since they do well on

Deliberation Strategy EJR% PJR%
AV CC AV CC

Initial (no deliberation) 99.5 62.5 99.5 73.4
Homogeneous 96.4 69.9 96.4 75.1
Random 100 81.9 100 85.6
Heterogeneous 100 92.7 100 94.0
Iterative Random 100 31.4 100 53.6
Iterative Golfer 100 29.9 100 51.2
Large Group 100 6.10 100 23.4

Table 1: EJR- and PJR-satisfaction (AV and CC).

either welfare (AV) or representation (CC) but not both.
We observe a positive effect from deliberation and achieve

a significant performance improvement over the initial base-
line. Within the single-round mechanisms, heterogeneous
and random perform similarly (except for CC where hetero-
geneous is better) and outperform the homogeneous setup. It-
erative deliberation leads to further improvement as both iter-
ative methods match the performance of the large group.
EJR and PJR Satisfaction: Table 1 shows the percentage
of EJR- and PJR-satisfying committees returned by AV and
CC. We focus only on AV and CC since the proportional rules
MES and PAV guarantee EJR. Even under no deliberation
(initial), AV satisfies EJR in almost all profiles, which fur-
ther improves to perfect satisfaction with deliberation (except
homogeneous). This is interesting since AV is not guaran-
teed to satisfy EJR.8 EJR and PJR satisfaction for CC also
improves if single-round deliberation is supported, with het-
erogeneous achieving the best result. Iterative deliberation,
however, does not perform well. We believe that this arises
due to CC’s strong focus on representation (see Appendix D).

6 Discussion
Deliberation changes the quality of the outcomes produced
by different multi-winner voting rules. We explore these ob-
servations in more detail.
Single-Round Deliberation: Even a single round of deliber-
ation improved outcomes across all voting rules and all ob-
jectives. However, the choice of the deliberation structure
was also important. For all objectives, random and hetero-
geneous consistently outperformed homogeneous. We hy-
pothesize that this improvement was due to these delibera-
tion strategies maximizing exposure to diverse opinions. Un-
der homogeneous deliberation, the population sub-groups be-
come more inwardly focused, leading to the formation of dis-
tinct T-cohesive groups. This was particularly problematic
when used with AV, which picks candidates with the highest
approval support and fails to ‘fairly’ represent the cohesive
minority agents in some cases, thereby failing EJR (Table 1).
By allowing majority and minority agents to interact, there

8Since the minority and majority agents have highly correlated
approval sets, T -cohesive groups may exist only for a small set of
minority- and majority-supported candidates, thereby making the
EJR requirement easy to satisfy. Furthermore, previous research
[Fairstein et al., 2022; Bredereck et al., 2019] shows that under
many natural preference distributions (generated elections), there
are many EJR-satisfying committees.
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Deliberation Strategy Minority Opinion Preservation
Initial (no deliberation) 0
Homogeneous 0.20
Random 0.30
Heterogeneous 0.48
Iterative Random 0.65
Iterative Golfer 0.66
Large Group 0.92

Table 2: Minority Opinion Preservation: average number of initial
(pre-deliberation) minority-supported candidates selected by AV in
the final committee after deliberation.

was an opportunity for minority agents to influence the ma-
jority population. This translated to higher welfare, represen-
tation, and proportionality guarantees (Figure 4 and Table 1).
Iterative Deliberation: In comparison to single-round meth-
ods, iterative deliberation further supports consensus (Fig-
ure 1) and improves all objectives for most voting rules. Fur-
thermore, there was no statistical difference between the it-
erative golfer and iterative random methods. We view this
as a positive result with practical design implications. While
care does need to be taken in determining group sizes, a sim-
ple, computationally inexpensive mechanism is as effective
as one that is more complex.

The exception to the observation is the CC rule. CC’s
strong focus on representation and coverage makes it unsuit-
able for deliberation methods that drive higher degrees of
consensus (such as iterative methods and large group) since it
fails to represent population groups proportionally. We refer
the interested reader to Appendix D.
Minority Opinion Preservation: While we have been ex-
tolling deliberation, there are caveats. In particular, it is im-
portant to ensure that deliberation processes are inclusive and
encourage minority participation [Gherghina et al., 2021].
Care must be taken to ensure that when moving toward con-
sensus, initial minority preferences are not ignored. While
consensus would imply better voting outcomes, it could come
at the cost of ignoring minority opinions. We measure
whether this is a concern in our experiments by studying
whether minority-supported candidates were selected by AV
under different deliberation mechanisms.9

A candidate is either minority-supported or majority-
supported based on the initial approval profile. We say that
a candidate c is minority-supported if (pre-deliberation) the
fraction of minority voters who include c in their approval
ballot is greater than the fraction of majority voters who in-
clude c in their approval ballot. Table 2 reports the average
number of pre-deliberation (initial) minority-supported can-
didates selected by AV (post-deliberation) across deliberation
strategies. This serves as an indicator of whether minority
preferences are preserved.

In the initial setup (no deliberation), AV does not elect any
minority-supported candidates. However, this improves as
agents interact and deliberate with the broader population.
Note that since the minority agents have similar preferences,
and they constitute 20% of the population in our setup, a pro-

9This is not a concern for other rules since they are designed to
achieve proportionality (MES and PAV) or diversity (CC).

Approval Voting MES (initial)
(0.917)

PAV (initial)
(0.92)

Initial (0.838) 0.913 0.910
Homogeneous (0.88) 0.959 0.956
Random (0.952) 1.038 1.034
Heterogeneous (0.953) 1.039 1.035
Iterative Random (0.984) 1.073 1.069
Iterative Golfer (0.984) 1.073 1.069

Table 3: Average utility-representation aggregate score obtained by
AV under different deliberation setups in comparison to the propor-
tional rules under no deliberation.

portional committee would represent them with 1 (out of 5)
candidate. As seen in Table 2, the large group setup comes
close to the ideal outcome on average. Thus, with delibera-
tion, AV can preserve and represent minority preferences.
“Simple” vs. “Complex” Voting Rules: We argue that the
“complexity” of a voting rule can be measured along three
axes. First, one can ask about the computational complex-
ity of computing a winning outcome or committee (e.g. PAV
is known to be NP-hard [Aziz et al., 2014], whereas AV is
polynomial). Second, there is growing work in better under-
standing the ramifications of ballot design and voting rules
on the cognitive load of voters [Benadè et al., 2021]. Finally,
there is value in using simple explainable voting rules. Ex-
plainability engenders trust in the system (which in turn may
impact engagement in participatory democratic processes).

While two of these dimensions are, somewhat subjective,
we argue that AV can be viewed as being simple across all
three, whereas PAV and MES are complex along at least one
dimension. Our hypothesis is that simple rules coupled with
deliberation processes can do as well as more complex voting
rules. To this end, we compare AV with deliberation to MES
and PAV without deliberation, using the utility-representation
aggregate score (URagg(R)) as our measure (Table 3). Val-
ues greater than 1.0 indicate that AV with the corresponding
deliberation mechanism achieves a better URagg score than
MES/PAV without deliberation. These findings support our
argument that “simple” rules coupled with effective delibera-
tion strategies can be as effective as the “complex” rules.

7 Conclusion
We presented an empirical study of the relationship between
deliberation and voting rules in approval-based multi-winner
elections. Deliberation generally improves voting outcomes
with respect to welfare, representation, and proportionality
guarantees. Effectively designed mechanisms that increase
exposure to diverse groups and opinions enhance the qual-
ity of deliberation, protect minority preferences, and in turn,
achieve better outcomes. Importantly, we show that in the
presence of effective deliberation, ‘simpler’ voting rules such
as AV can be as powerful as more ‘complex’ rules without de-
liberation. Our hope is that our findings can further support
the design of effective citizen-focused democratic processes.
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